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Abstract Heritability estimates of birth weight have been

inconsistent. Possible explanations are heritability changes

during gestational age or the influence of covariates (e.g.

chorionicity). The aim of this study was to model birth

weights of twins across gestational age and to quantify the

genetic and environmental components. We intended to

reduce the common environmental variance to increase

heritability and thereby the chance of identifying candidate

genes influencing the genetic variance of birth weight.

Perinatal data were obtained from 4232 live-born twin

pairs from the East Flanders Prospective Twin Survey,

Belgium. Heritability of birth weights across gestational

ages was estimated using a non-linear multivariate

Gaussian regression with covariates in the means model

and in covariance structure. Maternal, twin-specific, and

placental factors were considered as covariates. Heritability

of birth weight decreased during gestation from 25 to

42 weeks. However, adjusting for covariates increased the

heritability over this time period, with the highest herita-

bility for first-born twins of multipara with separate

placentas, who were staying alive (from 52% at 25 weeks

to 30% at 42 weeks). Twin-specific factors revealed latent

genetic components, whereas placental factors explained

common and unique environmental factors. The number of

placentas and site of the insertion of the umbilical cord

masked the effect of chorionicity. Modeling genetic and

environmental factors leads to a better estimate of their role

in growth during gestation. For birth weight, mainly envi-

ronmental factors were explained, resulting in an increase of

the heritability and thereby the chance of finding genes

influencing birth weight in linkage and association studies.

Keywords Birth weight � Heritability � Twins �
Gestational age � Growth curves � Variance.

Introduction

Birth weight is a complex trait in which both environ-

mental and genetic factors are involved. Low birth weight

is not only associated with higher neonatal morbidity and

mortality (Kramer et al. 2005), but also with post-natal

psychopathology (Wichers et al. 2002). It is even stated

that birth weight is a causal risk factor for child problem

behavior and that the effects may well extend into adult-

hood (van Os et al. 2001).
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Heritability estimates for birth weight using twin pairs,

based on structural equation modeling or study of the off-

spring of twins, have given inconsistent results ranging

from 10 to 40% (Baird et al. 2001; Clausson et al. 2000;

Hur et al. 2005; Luciano et al. 2004; Magnus et al. 2001;

van Baal and Boomsma 1998; van Dommelen et al. 2004;

Vlietinck et al. 1989; Whitfield et al. 2001). The relatively

low heritability estimates may be explained by unequal

sharing of nutrients or unequal placental blood supply to

the twin pair (Machin 1996). Vlietinck et.al. (Vlietinck

et al. 1989) revealed that chorionicity explained 12% of

the variance of birth weight with DC twins having a

significantly higher similarity than MC twins. Random

environment explained 23%, additive genetic factors

22.5%, and maternal age 0.7% of the total variance. But, the

largest source of variation on birth weight in this study was

gestational age (42%). Until now however, no study has

focused on the change of variance of birth weight during

gestation. We have shown that this variance increases

during gestation (Gielen et al. 2007). As a consequent,

heritability of birth weight may change over gestational age

or different covariates may explain different parts of the

variance-covariance structure. For example, it is more

likely that at 37 weeks of gestation, nutrient factors (envi-

ronmental factor) will explain a larger part of the covariance

matrix as compared to 13 weeks of gestation.

The advantage of twin studies, is that the total variance

can be split up into genetic (A), shared or common envi-

ronmental (C) and unique environmental (residual, E)

components, enabling an accurate estimation of heritability

(= genetic variance/total variance) (Boomsma et al. 2002).

The degree of heritability determines the power to localize

and identify the genes involved (Snieder et al. 2003). For

linkage and association studies a high degree of heritability

is preferable. Since heritability is the proportion of phe-

notypic variation of a trait that can be attributed to genetic

variation (Boomsma et al. 2002), reducing environmental

and residual components will give an increase of the her-

itability. The latter can be achieved by adjusting for

covariates that explain part of the environmental factors in

the analysis. Additionally, a covariate may also explain

part of the genetic variance and as a result this may provide

an indication for finding genes for this covariate, but of

course the drawback is that with this covariate in the model

the success of finding the latent gene (s) will be reduced.

Consequently, it is mandatory to determine how each

covariate influences the genetic, common environmental

and residual factors of the variance. Covariates that influ-

ence birth weight of twins are gestational age, maternal

factors (parity and maternal age), twin specific factors

(zygosity, sex, birth order), and placental factors (chorio-

nicity, fusion of placentas and insertion of the umbilical

cord) (Gielen et al. 2007).

The aim of this twin study was to model birth weight

across gestational ages and to quantify the genetic and

environmental components in order to explain the effects

of covariates on the variance of birth weight. We hypoth-

esize that heritability changes during gestation and that

covariates mainly explain the common environmental and

residual factors of the variance. By entering these covari-

ates in the means model and in the covariance matrix,

heritability will increase and, as a consequence, the power

to find genes by linkage and association studies will

increase, although the effects of each covariate on the

genetic and environmental component may be different.

Materials and methods

Subjects

The study sample consisted of live born twin pairs selected

from the East Flanders Prospective Twin Survey (EFPTS),

Belgium (Loos et al. 1998). Between July 1964 and the end

of December 2002, the EFPTS registered 6315 twin pairs

who met the World Health Organization criteria for live

born infants (birth weight C 500 grams or gestational age

C 22 weeks, if birth weight unknown). The vast majority

consisted of twins of Caucasian origin. Methods of data

collection have previously been described in detail (Gielen

et al. 2006; Gielen et al. 2007; Loos et al. 2005). Briefly, a

defined set of obstetric and perinatal data were recorded

(including gestational age, mode of conception, maternal

age, birth order, parity, sex and neonatal survival) and

placentas were examined within 24 hours after delivery

according to a standardized protocol. Based on the site of

the cord insertion two groups were distinguished: (1)

central insertion (central and eccentric insertions), and (2)

peripheral insertion. Gestational age was reported by the

obstetrician, based on the last menstruation or a first tri-

mester ultrasound investigation, and was calculated as the

number of completed weeks of pregnancy. Zygosity was

determined through sequential analysis based on sex, fetal

membranes, umbilical cord blood groups (ABO, Rh,

CcDEe, MNSs, Duffy, Kell), placental alkaline phospha-

tase (Decorte et al. 1990; Vlietinck 1986), and, since 1982,

DNA fingerprints. Zygosity and chorionicity were deter-

mined with an accuracy of 99%.

Twin pairs of whom one or both children were stillborn

(205 pairs) or suffered from major congenital malformation

(120 pairs) were excluded (Loos et al. 2001). Two MC

pairs were excluded because they were recorded as being

MC but at birth had two separate placentas. Twin pairs

with missing values in one or more covariates for one or

both twins (birth weight, gestational age, parity, chorio-

nicity, mode of conception, unknown whether staying alive
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postnatally, maternal age, placental type and weight, site of

insertion of the umbilical cord) were excluded (1756 pairs)

(Gielen et al. 2007). Finally, 8464 twins (4232 pairs) with

complete datasets were analyzed.

Statistical analysis

The birth weights of pregnancies of different gestational

ages were analyzed using a non-linear multivariate

Gaussian regression, MVN ((l, R2) where l is the means

model and R2 is the covariance matrix.

Means model

Growth was best modeled by a logistic growth curve (non-

linear multivariate Gaussian regression) in which the time

of conception (gestational age minus two weeks) was

chosen as time point zero (l ¼ b1=1þ eb2�b3Time where b1

t/m b3 are the coefficients of the logistic growth curve and

Time is time since conception; unadjusted model) (Neale

and McArdle 2000). Furthermore, the two first weeks of

pregnancy (the time between the last menstrual period and

conception) were set to be zero. The logistic growth curve

was modified to allow a change of growth rate

(l ¼ b1=1þ eb2�b3Timeþb3b4ðTime [b5ÞðTime�b5Þ where b4 is

the change in growth rate after the time point described by

coefficient b5). The following covariates were considered:

sex of the individual and of the co-twin, chorionicity,

number of placentas, site of umbilical cord insertion, birth

order, maternal age, mode of conception, parity, and neo-

natal death (Gielen et al. 2007). Because in 1964 all

gestational ages were based on the last menstruation, while

in 2002 almost all gestational ages were based on first

trimester ultrasound and this might influence gestational

age, we controlled for birth year. The covariates were

consecutively added in the logistic growth curve,

l ¼ b1=1þ eb2�b3Timeþb3b4ðTime [ b5ÞðTime�b5Þ�bX

where X represents possible covariates and their interac-

tions included in the model and b represents the

corresponding coefficients. Finally, members of different

groups were allowed to have different growth rates after a

certain point in time as shown in the following equation

l ¼ b1=1þ
eðb2�b3ÞTimeþb3b4ðTime [ b5ÞðTime�b5Þþb3b6ðTime [b7ÞðTime�b7ÞZ�bX

where Z is a binary covariate (indicator for belonging to

group Z) and b6 is the additional change in growth rate after

the time point described by coefficient b7 for members of

group Z. (adjusted model). Examples of how to use the

estimates can be found elsewhere (Gielen et al. 2007).

Covariance matrix

The twin model assumes that the total phenotypic variance

can be decomposed into additive genetic effects (A),

dominance genetic effects (D), effects of common envi-

ronment (C) and effects of unique environment (E) (Neale

and Maes 2002). The common environmental variance is

assumed to be the same for both the MZ and DZ twin pairs

and will account for the intra pair correlation between twin

pair weights. MZ twins are assumed to share the same

genetic variance (A and D), whereas DZ twins share half of

the additive genetic variance and a quarter of the domi-

nance genetic variance. In the case of a covariance matrix

containing an additive genetic effect, common environ-

ment, and unique environment (ACE), the covariance

matrix is respectively R2
MZ ¼

Aþ C þ E Aþ C
Aþ C Aþ C þ E

� �

and R2
DZ ¼

Aþ C þ E A=2þ C
A=2þ C Aþ C þ E

� �
for the MZ and

DZ pairs. Because former analyses showed that a model in

which the variance allowed to change linearly during

gestational age fitted best (Gielen et al. 2007), we allowed

the variance and covariance to change over time (for

example, A = ea1 + ea2Time, C = ed1 + ed2Time, and

ln(E) = r1 + r2Time, where Time is gestational age, not

time since conception).

First, models containing the ACE and ADE components

were fitted separately. Both models were fitted with only

gestational age in the mean regression (unadjusted model)

and with covariates in the mean regression (adjusted

model). The best fitting unadjusted and adjusted models

were tested with the (co-)variance being allowed to change

during gestation. Next, the covariates of the mean regres-

sion of the adjusted model were entered as moderators in

the covariance matrix the same way the mean regression of

the adjusted model was built. This model is called the full

model (for example, ln(E) = r1 + r2 Time + r3X where

r3 is the coefficient of covariate X), which corresponds to

the method described by Shaun Purcell (Purcell 2002). In

this way, the covariance of the first-born twin was allowed

to differ from the second born twin. The full model will

show how heritability, A/(A + C + E), depends on the

representative state of the covariates in the model.

For example, let us assume a model in which genetic,

common and unique environmental components are

defined as

A = e7.403 9 Time, where the intercept a1 is set to zero

C = e6.688 9 Time, where the intercept d1 is set to zero

In(E) = 5.4054 + 0.1435 9 Time + 0.4324 9 SB +

0.724 9 ND - 0.163 9 MP + 0.2441 9 OPM, where SB

46 Behav Genet (2008) 38:44–54
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is the second born, ND is neonatal death, MP is multiparity,

and OPM is one placental mass. The heritability for a first-

born twin with a separate placenta, staying alive after one

week of birth, of a multiparous mother, in case of two separate

placentas would be at 25 weeks

e7:043�25

e7:043�25þ e6:688�25þ e5:4054þ0:1435�25�0:163�1
¼ 0:515;

and at 40 weeks of gestation

e7:043 � 40

e7:043 � 40þ e6:688 � 40þ e5:4054þ0:1435�40�0:163�1
¼ 0:335

Model selection

Models were compared with the Akaike information cri-

terion (AIC) (Akaike 1973; Lindsey and Jones 1998).

Because the modeling process is exploratory, the inference

criterion used for comparing the models under consider-

ation is their ability to fit the observed data; i.e. models are

compared directly through their minimized minus log

likelihood. When the numbers of parameters in models

differ, they are penalized by adding the number of esti-

mated parameters. Smaller values indicate more preferable

models. This criterion allows direct comparison among

models, which are not required to be nested.

Effect of each separate covariate on the genetic

and environmental component

To explain the effect of each covariate on the (co-)variance

of birth weight at different gestational ages, we removed a

significant covariate completely from the full model (out of

the mean regression and out of the covariance matrix) and

compared the (co-)variances, so that the influence of that

specific covariate became apparent.

All analyses were conducted with R (Ihaka and Gentleman

1996) version 2.0.1 using the twin library (Lindsey 2001).

Results

Heritability decreases during gestation

For both the unadjusted model with only gestational age in

the mean regression, and the adjusted model with covari-

ates in the mean regression, the ACE model with additive

genetic (A), common environmental (C), and unique

environmental (E) variances fitted best. Allowing the

covariance to change over time improved the fit (Table 1).

For both the unadjusted and adjusted ACE model, the

common environmental variance was higher than the

genetic variance. Although the variances of the adjusted

model were lower, the proportions of the standardized

variances of both models remained the same, and there-

fore heritability (standardized A-variance). Heritability

decreased from 38% at 25 weeks to 15% at 42 weeks

(Fig. 1). Allowing the covariance to change during gesta-

tion increased the genetic and common environmental

variances from 25 to 42 weeks. The common environ-

mental variance was only a little bit higher than the genetic

variance, thereby increasing heritability at the end of ges-

tation (from 36% at 25 weeks to 18% at 42 weeks). The

model without an intercept for the genetic (a1) and com-

mon environmental variance (d1) had a better fit, because

it imposes these variance components to be zero at con-

ception (Table 2).

Table 1 Model fit statistics of ACE and ADE models for the

unadjusted model with only gestational age in the mean regression,

the adjusted model with covariates in the mean regression, and the

full model with covariates in the mean regression and in the

covariance matrix. The best fitting model (lowest AIC) is presented in

bold

Unadjusted model Adjusted model

-Log likelihood df AIC -Log likelihood Df AIC

ACE 61696.84 8457 61703.84 61350.49 8441 61373.49

ADE 61727.45 8457 61734.45 61380.6 8441 61403.6

CE 61711.88 8458 61717.88 61364.28 8442 61386.28

AE 61727.45 8458 61733.45 61380.58 8442 61402.58

E 62189.72 8459 62194.72 61826.93 8443 61847.93

ACE; A and C allowed to change over time 61688.44 8457 61695.44 61343.61 8441 61366.61

Full model

ACE; A and C allowed to change over time

and covariates in covariance matrix

61297.26 8437 61324.26

A: Additive genetic effects, D: Dominance genetic effects, C: Effects of common environment, E: Effects of unique environment
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Effect of covariates in the covariance matrix

on heritability

The full model with also covariates in the covariance

matrix was the best fitting model (Table 1; for estimates of

the means model see Table 3). The genetic variance

became larger than the common environmental variance

(Fig. 3; Table 2). Not all covariates of the mean regression

explained part of the covariance matrix (Table 2 and

Table 3). The genetic and environmental variance were

only influenced by gestation, the unique environmental

variance by parity, birth order, neonatal survival and

number of placentas (estimates in Table 2, path diagram in

Fig. 2). Although these dichotomous covariates were only

present in the unique environmental variance, heritability

will nevertheless change, because heritability is the pro-

portion of the total variance that can be explained by

genetic variation.

First-born twins of multipara with two separate pla-

centas, who stay alive neonatally, have the lowest unique

environmental variance (Table 2, Fig. 3: Lowest) and

therefore the highest heritability (from 52% at 25 weeks to

30% at 42 weeks) (Fig. 4: Lowest). Allowing a dichoto-

mous variable to be fixed to another representative state

showed that the unique environmental variance remained

lower than in the adjusted model, except for twins who
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Fig. 1 Genetic (A), common

environmental (C) and unique

environmental (E) variance and

standardized variance of birth

weight of the unadjusted (unadj)

model and the adjusted model

(adj). E-variance was allowed to

change over time, but the

A- and C-variance not

Table 2 Regression coefficients of the covariance matrix of the unadjusted model, the adjusted model, and the full model

A C Log(E)

Log(estimate) SE Log(estimate) SE estimate SE

Unadjustedb Intercept 10.3700 0.1735 10.5800 0.1154 6.0055 0.3462

Gestational age – – 0.1405 0.0094

Unadjusteda Intercept 0.0000 – 0.0000 – 6.3061 0.3468

Gestational age 6.8930 0.1604 6.942 0.1250 0.1317 0.0094

Adjustedb Intercept 10.2800 0.1857 10.4800 0.1222 6.1436 0.3495

Gestational age – – 0.1347 0.0094

Adjusteda Intercept 0.0000 – 0.0000 – 6.4552 0.3489

Gestational age 6.7830 0.1737 6.8600 0.1297 0.1256 0.0094

Full model Intercept 0.0000 – 0.0000 – 5.4054 0.3963

Gestational age 7.0430 0.1421 6.6880 0.1571 0.1435 0.0103

Second born 0.4324 0.0642

Neonatal death 0.7240 0.1981

Multiparity -0.1630 0.0491

One placental mass 0.2441 0.0636

Unadjusted:model with only gestational age in the mean regression

Adjusted:model with covariates in the mean regression

Full model:model with covariates in the mean regression and in the covariance matrix

The unadjusted and adjusted models are presented witha and withoutb A and C allowed changing during gestation

A ¼ ea1 þ ea2 Time; C ¼ ed1 þ ed2 Time; and lnðEÞ ¼ R1 þ R2Timeþ bX; where Time is gestational age and X represent the covariates with the

corresponding estimates b.
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died neonatally (Fig. 3). However, heritability was always

higher in the unadjusted model than in the adjusted model

(Fig. 4). When the covariates were chosen to represent

second born twins of primipara with one placental mass

and who died neonatally, the unique environmental vari-

ance became extremely high (Fig. 3: Highest) and

heritability became lower than that of the adjusted model

(Fig. 4: Highest).

Table 3 Regression coefficients of the full model with covariates in the mean regression and in the covariance matrix

Estimate SE

Means model

Coefficients of the logistic growth curve

b1 = saturation level at which growth stops 3688.0980 84.9100

b2 = growth rate 5.8061 0.1762

b3 = location parameter -0.1842 0.0068

b4 = decrease in weight after inflection point 0.9563 0.3017

b5 = inflection pointa 37.5934 0.3216

b61 = decrease in weight for second bornb 0.1054 0.0021

b71 = inflection point for second borna 30.7221 0.8399

b62 = decrease in weight for neonatal deathb 0.5733 0.1846

b72 = inflection point for neonatal deatha 29.0000 1.098

b63= decrease in weight for MZ MCb 1.1438 0.5059

b73 = inflection point for MZ MCa 37.7869 0.4227

Covariates

Multiparity 0.1165 0.0148

Male 0.1405 0.0118

Birth year (form 0 [1964] to 38 [2002]) 0.0018 0.0007

One placental mass -0.0525 0.0127

Peripheral umbilical cord insertion -0.0593 0.0227

Maternal age 0.0046 0.0014

Interaction terms

Birth yeara Peripheral umbilical cord insertion -0.0027 0.0009

Multiparitya Second born 0.0317 0.0131

a Weeks since conception
b After inflection point

MZ MC = monozygotic monochorionic. Inflection point = weeks of gestational age since conception (Time). Equation:

l ¼ b1=1þ eb2�b3Timeþb3b4ðTime [ b5ÞðTime�b5Þþb3b6ðTime [ b7ÞðTime�b7ÞZ�bX

b1 t/m b7 coefficients, Z = second born, Neonatal death or MZ MC, X = covariates, and b = coefficient of covariates

WB 1T

ECA

egalanoitatseGegalanoitatseG
bE latanoeN+ytiraP+egalanoitatseG+

redrohtriB+noisuF+htaed

b 5-1 CMZM+htaedlatanoeN+redrohtriB+
desuF+xeS+ytiraP+

egalanretaM+noitresnidroC+

Fig. 2 Partial path diagram of the full model shown for one twin

only. For the estimates and interactions, see table 1 the adjusted

model. BWT1 = Birth weight twin 1, Circle = latent variables,

square = measured variables, triangle = definition variables in the

means model, MZ MC = monozygotic monochorionic, A = additive

genetic effects, C = effects of common environment, E = effects of

unique environment
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Effect of each separate covariate on the genetic and

environmental component

Comparing the variances of the full model with and with-

out a specific covariate showed that maternal factors (age

and parity) had minor influence on the genetic variance, but

no influence on heritability. Removing sex, birth order and

neonatal survival gave an increase in genetic variance.

However, only for sex, heritability increased if removed

from the model. Removing the placental factors from the

full means model resulted in a decrease of the genetic

variance and a decrease of heritability. Insertion of the

umbilical cord (unique for each twin) explained mainly the

unique environmental variance, whereas number of pla-

centas also explained common environment.

Chorionicity or other placental factors

Since chorionicity, number of placentas and insertion of the

umbilical cord are related (MC twins always have one pla-

centa and have more often a peripheral cord insertion), as an

additional step we built a model in which we replaced cord

insertion and number of placentas with chorionicity (chorio-

nicity model). Although the AIC of the chorionicity model

was higher, it roughly explained as much of the genetic and

unique environmental variances but not of the common

environmental variance (Fig. 5). Removing of either the two

placental factors or chorionicity resulted in a decrease of

genetic variance and decrease of heritability. The variances of

the DC twins were comparable to the variances of two sep-

arate placentas, whereas variances of the MC twins were

comparable to the variances of one placental mass (Fig. 5).

Discussion

The aim of this study was to model birth weight at different

gestational ages and quantify the genetic and environmental
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Fig. 3 Genetic (A), environmental (C) and residual (E) variance of

birth weight of the adjusted (Adj) model and the full model (Full).

Legend: Lowest: E-variance for a first-born twin of a multipara with

two separate placentas who is staying alive. Primipara: E-variance

for a first-born twin of a primipara with two separate placentas who

is staying alive. One placenta: E-variance for a first-born twin of a

multipara with one placental mass who is staying alive. Second born:

E-variance for a second born twin of a multipara with two separate

placentas who is staying alive. Neonatal death (ND): E-variance a

first-born twin of a multipara with two separate placentas who died

neonatally. Highest: E-variance for a second born twin of a primipara

with one placental mass who died neonatally
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Fig. 4 Heritability (standardized A-variance) of birth weight of the

adjusted (Adj) and full model (Full) of Fig. 3. Legend: Lowest:

Standardized E-variance for a first-born twin of a multipara with two

separate placentas who is staying alive. Primipara: Standardized

E-variance for a first-born twin of a primipara with two separate

placentas who is staying alive. One placenta: Standardized E-variance

for a first-born twin of a multipara with one placental mass who is

staying alive. Second born: Standardized E-variance for a second born

twin of a multipara with two separate placentas who is staying alive.

Neonatal death (ND): Standardized E-variance a first-born twin of a

multipara with two separate placentas who died neonatally. Highest:

Standardized E-variance for a second born twin of a primipara with

one placental mass who died neonatally
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components. To our knowledge we are the first to show

that heritability of birth weight seems to decrease during

gestation, in our case from 38% at 25 weeks to 15% at

42 weeks. Entering the covariates of the mean regression

as moderators in the covariance matrix, explained more of

the common environmental variance than of the genetic

variance. However, the unique environmental variance

depended upon the representative state of the covariates

and was lowest for first-born twins of multipara with two

separate placentas, who stayed alive neonatally. Therefore

these twins have the highest heritability: from 52% at

25 weeks to 30% at 42 weeks.

Part of the explanation for a decrease in heritability

during gestation could be the increasing demand for

nutrients and oxygen in twin gestation, especially in the

third trimester (Loos 2001). After about 29 weeks of ges-

tation, intrauterine growth of twins deviates from growth of

singletons, (Loos et al. 2005; Luke et al. 1993; Soucie et

al. 2006), resulting in a lower birth weight and placental

weight (per twin) (Gielen et al. 2006; Loos et al. 2005;

Pinar et al. 1996). In addition, placental factors can be

involved. In twin pregnancies, a lower placental weight,

monochorionicity, one placental mass (one placenta or two

fused), and a peripheral cord insertion result in a lower

birth weight (this study) (Gielen et al. 2007; Loos et al.

2001). Also, vascular anastomoses in MC twins result in

higher discordancy rates (Machin et al. 1996). These pla-

cental factors can partly determine the (unequal) blood

supply to the fetus and therefore the amount of nutrients

and oxygen for each fetus, resulting in a higher degree of

discordancy (Machin 1996) and low heritability estimates

in twins in late gestation. In this study, first-born twins of

multipara with two separate placentas, who stay alive, were

genetically the most homogeneous group. This group also

had the highest birth weights and placental weights (Gielen

et al. 2006; Gielen et al. 2007), suggesting that they may

have minimal environmental restriction and therefore the

highest heritability.

Modeling common and unique environmental factors

can increase heritability and therefore optimize finding

genes responsible for the genetic variance in combined

linkage and association studies. By partitioning the asso-

ciation effects into between twin pair and within twin pair

components, true from false associations can be distin-

guished in combined linkage and association studies

(Fulker et al. 1999; Posthuma et al. 2004). As a rule, the

power in statistical analysis will increase as the sample size

increases, if a quantitative trait locus (QTL) explains a

larger part of the variance it is easier to find, and if mul-

tivariate models are used (Peeters 2005). For example, if a

QTL effect explains 0.05 of the variance (a = 0.05

b = 0.80), with genetic factors explaining 20%, and

common and unique environmental factors each explaining

40% of the variance, 6422 sib-pairs are needed. If genetic

factors explain a larger part of the variance e.g. 40%, and

common and unique environmental factors each explaining

30% of the variance, only 3751 sib-pairs are needed. If in

the latter case the QTL effect is 0.10 even less sib-pairs

(n = 1080) are needed. Lack of statistical power may also

be a reason for the inconsistent results of linkage studies to

Fig. 5 Effect of either placental factors (site of insertion of umbilical

cord and number of placentas), or chorionicity on the variance and

heritability of birth weight The curves represent the differences

between the full model and the model without the specific covariate.

The presented curves are the curves for the first born twin of a

primipara, who is staying alive
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identify quantitative trait loci (QTLs) for birth weight.

Only three genome wide linkage studies in different

populations have identified QTLs on chromosome 6 (Arya

et al. 2006), 7 (Fradin et al. 2006), and 11 (Lindsay et al.

2002) (LOD [ 3) with relative small sample sizes (less

then 413 sibships (Fradin et al. 2006), (Lindsay et al.

2002) and 840 individuals from families (Arya et al.

2006)) and only two covariates taken into account (sex and

gestational age).

By building a means model and then entering the

significant covariates in the covariance matrix, we con-

trolled for environmental variables correlated with the

genetic effects on the trait (gene environment correla-

tion = rGE) (Purcell 2002). All the covariates with a

unique environmental component, besides gestational

age, must either explain differences between twins or

describe gene environment interactions (Purcell 2002;

van der Sluis et al. 2006). Parity is common for both

twins, but because of the interaction with birth order in

the mean regression, parity explains part of the unique

environmental variance.

Covariates also contain useful information in order to

identify genes, which may be associated with the trait. In

this study, only sex contained latent genetic information.

For all other covariates used in this study, either heritability

did not change, or environmental factors were explained

with heritability depending on the representative state of

the covariate. Since sex explained part of heritability,

entering sex in the means model will mask genes that act

differently according to sex and it is better to have these

genes in the model instead of sex.

In the past, Vlietinck et al (1989) showed an effect of

chorionicity, although fusion of the placentas and site of

insertion of the umbilical cord was not taken into

account. Our analyses showed that only by replacing the

placental factors cord insertion and number of placentas

with chorionicity, the effect of chorionicity became

visible, although the model fitted worse. Chorionicity

certainly plays a role in growth (in mean regression),

but mainly after 40 weeks of gestation if fusion of the

placentas and insertion of the umbilical cord are taken

into account (Gielen et al. 2007). Consequently, in order

to achieve a higher heritability by explaining environ-

mental factors, number of placentas and site of the

insertion of the umbilical cord are preferable above

chorionicity.

The strength of our study lies in the large sample size,

accurate zygosity and chorionicity determination. This

results in a decrease of the unique environmental variance

and therefore a better estimation of heritability of birth

weight. The large sample size further offers the opportunity

to determine heritability at different gestational ages,

although twins might not be representative for singletons

due to differences in growth restriction. On the other hand,

in studies without MZ and DZ twins, no difference can be

made between genetic and common environmental factors,

resulting in an overestimation of the genetic factors with, in

case of birth weight, heritability estimates up to 80% (Arya

et al. 2006; Clausson et al. 2000; Magnus et al. 1984;

Nance et al. 1983).

Information on parental ethnicity was not always

available. However, it has been shown that the genetic

variance of birth weight does not differ between popula-

tions in which the majority ([95%) is Caucasian and Asian

(Hur et al. 2005), suggesting that the genetic variance

might be equal for populations. Since a vast majority of the

inhabitants of East Flanders are Caucasians, we assume

that our results are not biased by ethnicity. Finally, parental

weight and height were not available. We assume however

no biased results, since both traits are highly heritable

(Carmichael and McGue 1995; Preece 1996; Silventoinen

et al. 2001). Because the aim of linkage and association

studies is to identify loci or alleles responsible for birth

weight, adjusting for genetic factors will reduce the chance

of finding them as stated above. But also, because we

studied birth weight of twin pairs, rather than offspring of

twins, the genes implicated in our study relate to fetal

rather than maternal effects (Luciano et al. 2004). There-

fore, maternal genes will be seen as common environment

(Luciano et al. 2004).

In conclusion, modeling genetic and environmental

factors gives a better insight in factors influencing growth

during gestation, and therefore birth weight. Heritability of

birth weight changed during gestation with a decrease from

25 to 42 weeks with highest heritability for twins with the

least environmental restriction (first-born twins of multip-

ara with two separate placentas who stayed alive

neonatally). For this complex trait, modeling the covari-

ance matrix with covariates, mainly environmental factors

were explained, resulting in an increase of the heritability

and subsequently the chance of finding genes by linkage

and association studies.
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